
SCUB AZUL

In Scub Azul they live by and for diving. If you are in Torremolinos 
and want to explore the sea beds, it is one of the best options in 
the area. From diving courses for beginners to advanced ones are 
offered here. And the best… open the whole year!

Costa del Sol beaches’ seabeds hide a lot of secrets waiting to be discovered. Diving is an activity not 
only limited to summer, but subject to be practiced for the whole year thanks to the good climate 
and the province calm waters. If you want to learn to dive, you will the best diving schools in the 

coastal towns. Plunge yourself in a trip on the seabed!

ABYSUB BUCEO

In Fuengirola Sports Marina one of the best Costa del Sol diving 
schools is located: Abysub Buceo. This center gives you the 
chance to know the underwater world in a safe and funny way, 
always learning with the best professionals. His objective is to 
make you get a different approach to Málaga province!

HAPPY DIVERS

Do you know the highest qualified diving school in Spain? Happy-
Divers Marbella is the only that has PADI5* Career Development 
Center (CDC) and 5* IDC Center, and the first National Geogra-
phic and TecRec center opened in Spain. Its facilities have all 
services, even swimming-pools and training room!

PETUBO DIVING CENTER

In Centro de Buceo Petubo they focus on training as the way to 
discover the passion for scuba diving, All level courses and 
specialties are given and underwater photography championships 
are organized. They offer weekend activities along the whole year 
to Málaga coast highlighted points (Calahonda, Maro or La 
Herradura).

LET’S DIVE AT MARBELLA

In Marbella’s very sports marina you will find Bucea en Marbella 
school. They work with small groups with the goal they learn as 
much as they can. Here you can attend PADI courses from 
beginner to diving professional instructor levels, scuba diving 
baptism and guided dives. I you can take any course with Nitrox, 
enriched air, what lasts time under water!
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